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CHECK-IN: Stress Temperature
"In RED, our body is screaming at us to take our fear fuelled thoughts seriously" 
This is how, in relation to COVID-19, people get into panic buying mode and other 
fear fuelled behaviours. And we might all experience it at different times on different 
levels. So what do we do about fear responses?
1. Acknowledge the fear and that your stress temperature is spiking 
2. Notice how your physical symptoms (heart racing, sweating, adrenaline surges) 

are trying to trick you into engaging in every 'what if' scenario in your mind 
3. SLOW DOWN: it is harder to stay in panic when you move slowly - walk slower, 

talk slower and every time a 'what if' thought arises, SAG your body (don't tell 
yourself to 'relax’) 

4. Let time pass: the adrenaline fuelling your panic response will ALWAYS dissipate 
in time - relief will come. 

5. Take action & make decisions when the adrenaline recedes - this is how we let 
panic pass. Fear makes everything FEEL urgent, but it is not.
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